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SAMSUNG UE65NU7402U

TECHNICAL DETAILS

  Diagonal (in) 65

  Standard UHD 4K

  Resolution (px×px) 3840x2160

  Width of viewable area (mm) 1431

  Height of viewable area (mm) 803.5

  Upper / lower bezel size (mm) 13.25 / 20.55

  Left / right bezel size (mm) 13.25 / 13.25

  Screen aspect ratio 16:9

  Max. brightness (cd/m²) N/A

  Viewing angles (h/v; °) 178/178

  Connectors 2 x USB-A

  Connectors 1 x Optical digital audio output

  Connectors Common Interface slot

  Connectors 2 x 3.5mm jack
(Component/Composite/Audio)

  Connectors 1 x Ethernet (RJ45)

  Connectors 3 x HDMI (Input)

  Connectors 1 x Satellite

  Connectors 1 x Antenna

  Max. power consumption (W) 190

  Width without stand (mm) 1457.5

  Height without stand (mm) 837.3

  Depth without stand (mm) 59.7

  Net weight (kg) 25.1
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  Set contains Remote control

  Set contains Power cord

  Set contains Vogel's PFW 4700 wall mount

  
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Samsung UE65NU7402U is a 65-inch monitor working in 4K resolution (3840x2160), which displays a crystal-clear image on the VA matrix thanks to the
efficient and effective image processor UHD Engine.

UE65NU7402U TV uses many functional technologies, i.a. Dynamic Crystal Color, which is responsible for great saturation and vivid colors, so that every
detail on the screen will be sharp and visible. Thanks to HDR, the details are more accurate during light and dark scenery, and UHD Dimming is responsible
for matching the right colors, focus parameters and contrast.

The device is equipped with HDMI inputs, CI+ 1.4 slot or USB ports. The Clean Cable Solution allows you to hide attached cables in specially profiled slots
so that the slim and elegant design will be emphasized by the aesthetic finish, without visible wires. UE65NU7402U is also equipped with 20W Dolby
Digital Plus two-channel speakers, which guarantees great sound quality.

The maximum possible power consumption of 190W underlines the device's energy efficiency in combination with its great parameters. The TV can be
hung on the wall thanks to Vesa mounts (400x400mm), and the depth of less than 60mm (without the base) means that Samsung will perfectly match any
environment.

Product link: 

https://rentalhouse.sqm.eu/gb/monitors-tv/1023-samsung-ue65nu7402u.html
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